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6. Install wires with the long ones on the bottom as well as the two diagonals and short wires on
top , snug down till tight ,don't over do it and strip the lexan. Next pull out lexan support arms till
wires have a some tension, but not till reflector starts to lose it's shape, and tighten clamps.
When done wire terminals ends under lag screw should be 90 degrees to each other, readjust if
necessary.
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Adjustable Tuning Spokes
This antenna has adjustable tuning spokes included with it to
make tuning easier. By loosening the top 4-40 screw the
spoke can be lengthen by up to 1 5/16 of an inch longer
thereby lowering the frequency. If you need to raise the
frequency push the spoke back into the adjuster , if the spoke
is already all the way in the adjuster you will be required to cut
the spoke shorter according to the chart in this manual. A
large pair of pliers with the cutter on the side will shear the
spoke off squarely , but you will still be required to file the
burrs off , so the spoke will fit back into the adjuster.

These adjustable tuning spokes can be placed along the buss
bar on the same side of all four loading coils to make them
easy to locate.

Top 4-40 Screw

Buss bar
Adjuster

Note: Buss Bar is usually down





It is recommended to prepare a ground level mast
that will permit easy initial testing and adjustment with
antenna at about six feet above the ground. The
balun should be installed and if possible the coaxial
cable you are going to use. The SWR can be
measured by using a transmitter and SWR bridge or
an SWR Analyzer. Always start tuning the antenna
from the the lowest frequency to the highest
frequency It is recommended to resonate each
frequency appoximately 20 KHZ below the desired
operating frequency.

Antenna should be checked and tuned on the ground








